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Guests want more than something to eat— they want an elevated dining experience. When you offer pairing
recommendations with unique flavor combinations, like reuben sliders with craft beer battered onion rings
and an amber farmhouse ale, guests get exactly what they want.
Craft better experiences at www.mccainideafeed.com/perfectpairings
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Who are these people?
Creativity reveals itself in a variety of ways, like the work of our badass illustrators and graphic designers. The regular contributors are called out here.

Nick O’Mara defies the notion that the
artistically-minded and numerically-inclined are
mutually exclusive. A master of infographics,
Nick designs By the Numbers, one of the most
popular pages in Food Fanatics. When he’s not
looking for creative ways to visualize data and
play with type, he’s gardening and thinking
of new ways to cook up his bumper crops for
family and friends.
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Miguel Montaner has a way with color and
shapes, making his illustrations for iHelp
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deep, rich colors. Born in Barcelona, Miguel
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well as advertising.
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They’re not just any chip. We’re talkin’ new House Cuts® Lattice Chips. The ‘holes’
make them lighter, crunchier, more flavorful. And with just three simple ingredients –
potatoes, oil and sea salt – Lamb Weston® makes great chips even better.
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Jump into the flavors of winter

CRAFTED TO UNCOMPROMISING STANDARDS.
YOU HAVE HIS WORD – AND SIGNATURE – ON IT.
Filippo Berio Culinary Selection® Extra Virgin Olive Oil
• Rich and well-balanced; aromatic and full ﬂavored
• Made from the ﬁrst cold-press of the olives
• Ideal for a broad range of ﬁne culinary applications

Filippo Berio Culinary Selection® Olive Oil
• Versatile, all-purpose olive oil with a smooth, mild ﬂavor
• Carefully crafted from extra virgin and select reﬁned olive oils
• Perfect for cooking applications, dressings,
sauces and marinades

In the Fold

It’s easy to fall for dumplings
Filippo Berio Culinary Selection® Sauté & Grill Oil
• A blend of 80% high oleic canola oil and 20% extra
virgin olive oil
• Delivers superior performance during high heat
food preparations
• Use for sautéing, grilling, roasting, pan and deep
frying applications

Filippo Berio Culinary Selection® is a trademark of SALOV S.p.A., used under license. ©2015 Cargill,

For additional product information,
visit www.cargilldso.com or call 877-376-6250.
For the latest Filippo Berio Culinary Selection®
promotions, visit www.foodservicepromos.com
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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THERE’S A REASON THE
WORD “DUMPLING” IS A
TERM OF ENDEARMENT.

Be it pierogies, samosas, ravioli or xiao long bao,
it’s difficult to find anyone who doesn’t have
childhood memories of stuffed pasta. For chefs,
that means tapping into their guests’ innate
sense of nostalgia.
“If you have dumplings, it’s intuitive
because it’s dough with stuff in the middle.
Every culture on the planet has their version
of that,” says Chef-owner Bonnie Morales,
who serves traditional pelmeni and vareniki
at her Russian-inspired restaurant, Kachka,
in Portland, Oregon.
From dim sum carts to food trucks, fast casual or fine dining, there are no limits to what can
be wrapped into a little pocket.

The People Speak

Every
culture
has a

sweet
spot
for stuffed
packages
BY MIKE SULA
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In 2007, Helen You, a native of Tianjin in
northeastern China, opened a small dumpling
stand in a subterranean food court in Flushing,
New York. Equipped with hardly more than
what she learned from her mother and grandparents, You started with three varieties. Today, her second restaurant, Dumpling Galaxy,
makes up to 12,000 dumplings a day to-order
in 98 varieties.
The secret to her success? Listening to her
guests. “I communicate with my customers
(and) customize dumpling ingredients,” she
says. “More and more came through word
of mouth.”
Combinations like Sichuan peppercornseasoned lamb with green squash, dried
octopus and chives, and asparagus and egg fill a
choice of wrappers, such as rice flour, cornmeal
and whole wheat.
The most popular variety is shui jiao, or
boiled dumplings. Each one delivers a burst of
hot, savory soup. “They’re juicy but not greasy,”
she says.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Lamb Manti with Adjika Butter
Chef-owner Bonnie Morales
Kachka, Portland, Oregon

1¾ cup flour
Salt
1 cup water
1 large egg
1 pound ground lamb
½ cup onion, grated
½ cup ice water
Adjika butter, recipe
follows
Mix flour with 1 teaspoon
salt; whisk together ¾ cup
water and egg and add to
dry ingredients. Add remaining ¼ cup water as needed
to form dough and knead 10
minutes. Cover with damp
cloth; rest 1 hour.
Combine lamb, onion, ½
cup ice water and ½ tablespoon salt.
Roll out dough on floured
surface and cut into 5-inch

squares. Place about 2
tablespoons of lamb filling in
each square. Pinch opposite
corners together in the
center. Then pinch together
remaining corners directly
on top.
Steam dumplings 20 minutes or until meat is cooked
through. Melt butter so it
is just spoonable, but still
thick. Arrange on plate and
liberally spoon compound
butter on top. Makes 10 to
12 dumplings.
To make adjika butter,
combine 8 ounces softened
butter with ¼ cup harissa, 2 tablespoons each of
minced mint, minced dill
and minced cilantro, ½
teaspoon ground coriander
and salt to taste.

Tinkering With Tradition

It’s possible to tweak tradition for modern
tastes and still maintain credibility with purists. Traditional beef, veal and pork pelmeni
and farmer’s cheese vareniki are gateway
bites for introducing guests to Russian- and
Ukrainian-inspired food at Kachka.
Since opening, fillings have expanded to
specials like brandade or lamb with Georgian
spiced pepper paste.
“You don’t usually see lamb pelmeni or salt cod
vareniki,” says Morales, who boils and serves
more than 2,600 dumplings per service. “But
the flavor profiles are still in our wheelhouse.”

Dumplings Everywhere, Anywhere

Nearly 11 percent of fast casual restaurants
offer some form of a dumpling, according
to foodservice research firm Datassential.
They’re also popping up in full-service and fine
dining settings.
“You can put anything in a dumpling,” says
Chef Cara Stadler, who offers 10 Chinese-style
dumplings along with Asian-inspired craft

Oxtail dumplings in a
green apple curry are
inspired by China, India
and the Caribbean at
The Cecil in New York.

cocktails at Bao Bao Dumpling House in
Portland, Maine.
Stadler, who ran an underground supper
club with her mother in Beijing, mixes traditional fillings like pork and cabbage with
more unconventional varieties like beef
and yellow curry and her top-selling Kung
Pao chicken.
A dumpling can find a home in any concept.
Asian, European and African traditions collide at The Cecil in New York, where Chef de
Cuisine Joseph “JJ” Johnson brings together
influences from three countries with his take
on oxtail dumplings paired with green apple
curry and a crispy taro chip.
“These dumplings are inspired by my study
of the African diaspora,” he says. “Africans
landed in regions all over the world that featured different local foods, cuisines and cooking styles. The oxtail represents the Caribbean,
the curry from India and the dumpling wrapper from China.”
Johnson braises oxtails in pink peppercorns, coriander seeds and cinnamon sticks,

then shreds the meat and portions it into oneounce servings wrapped in wontons. Steamed,
the dumplings are served in a sauce of green
apples braised in a light coconut curry.

The Art of Assembly

While dumpling food costs can be extraordinarily low, they often require a lot of labor to
achieve consistency.
Making head cheese pierogies is a threeday process for Chef Josh Stockton of
Detroit’s Gold Cash Gold, but the freezer
stretches the shelf life of his stash. Most of
the process is low maintenance, but stuffing
them takes three to four people roughly 2 to
3 hours to create 400.
That labor is offset by low product cost, using parts from a whole hog that he picks up
from his father’s farm every two weeks. First,
he brines the head and trotters for three days,
before braising in chicken stock. Then, he seasons the shredded meat with sherry vinegar,
shallots, parsley, tarragon and just enough
braising liquid to keep it moist.
At service, they’re blanched, dried off,
browned in butter and served three to a plate
with house-made sauerkraut and creme
fraiche for $13.
Working ahead is essential for the Chirba
Chirba Dumpling Truck in Durham, North
Carolina, which churns out 6,000 dumplings
per week. Nate Adams, head of operations,
says he and his partners didn’t anticipate
the demand when they started rolling four
years ago.
“We immediately ran into a problem of scaling,” he says of their former method, which
involved stuffing dumplings all night after long
days in the streets.
All hands on deck can bang out a lot of
dumplings in a short amount of time, using an
assembly line to prep and freeze batches in a
commissary kitchen.

Dumplings of the Future

Some chefs are upending ideas about what traditional dumplings are supposed to be.
Chef Mike Sheerin of Chicago’s soon-toopen counter-service Packed: Dumplings
Reimagined is taking traditional Chinese soup
dumplings to a new level with fillings like
posole, French onion, and butternut squash
and caramelized scallops. For his vegan guests,
he’s making a pureed asparagus and oil emulsion with charred asparagus tips, stabilizing it
with agar agar, freezing it, and wrapping it in a
classic, 17-fold soup dumpling.
10
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BUILD YOUR TOP LINE…
FOR ALL RECIPES
go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

AROUND THE WORLD
WITH DUMPLINGS

TOPPINGS SET A MENU APART AND DRIVE SALES. THEY BRING
EXCITEMENT TO DISHES WITH TASTE, TEXTURE AND COLOR.

Jiaozi [China]
Pleated, flat-bottomed crescent;
steamed, boiled, pan-fried; stuffed with
ground meat and minced vegetables.

Mandu [Korea]
Crescent-shaped; boiled, steamed or
pan-fried; stuffed with minced meat,
kimchi, tofu, glass noodles, ginger and
green onions.

Visit our website to learn more about our brands of toppings and how
we can help you grow your business at toppings.sugarfoods.com
For more information, please call us at 1-888-708-2222 or email us
at info@sugarfoods.com

Momo [Nepal]
Pleated pouches or crescents;
steamed; stuffed with minced meat,
paneer and potatoes.

Pelmeni [Russia]
Hexagonal-shaped; boiled or steamed;
stuffed with minced meat, beef, veal pork
or a mixture of fish and mushrooms.

Pierogi [Poland]

Photography by Dylan and Jeni

Crescent-shaped; boiled or pan fried;
stuffed with potato and cheese, sauerkraut and fruit.

Ravioli [Italy]
Zach Pollack’s signature tortellini en
brodo “al contrario” at
Alimento features hot
broth inside the pasta.

Square; boiled; stuffed with meat,
cheese, spinach and shellfish.

Samosa [India]
Pyramid-shaped; fried; stuffed with
potatoes, legumes, beef and lamb.

Shui Jiao [China]
“It’s a super hard dumpling to make because
I’ve got fat fingers,” he says. It’s a problem he’s
resolved with practice, making test batches
every day for months before opening. “You
need to have some ventilation so the steam escapes and it doesn’t blow up.”
In Los Angeles, Alimento Chef-owner Zach
Pollack inverts the classic northern Italian
meat-filled dumpling soup, tortellini en brodo. Putting the soup on the inside turned out
to be an original inspiration that has made
the dish a top seller since day one.
He starts with a collagen-rich aspic of beef,
chicken and prosciutto hocks with finely

ground mortadella, nutmeg and white pepper. The filling meets traditional pasta dough,
which is folded into oversized navel-shaped
tortellini. They’re served in a sauce of pasta
water mounted with butter and prosciutto.
His tortellini in brodo “al contrario” are
“large enough that you can get the explosion of
liquid, but it’s not so big that you can’t eat it in
one bite.” And that’s a novel dumpling experience anyone can appreciate. n
Mike Sula is a James Beard award-winning
food writer for the Chicago Reader. Follow him
on Twitter @MikeSula.

Pleated crescent; boiled; stuffed with
ingredients like pork and chives or
shrimp, mushrooms and cabbage.

Tortellini [Italy]
Navel-shaped; boiled; stuffed with a
variety of fillings such as prosciutto,
veal, chicken, pork or cheese.

Vareniki [Ukraine]
Crescent-shaped; boiled or steamed;
stuffed with farmer’s cheese, potato
and fruit.

Xiao Long Bao [China]
Bite-sized pleated dumpling, stuffed
and steamed with meat and aspic.

serving suggestion with Musso’s Parmesan Cheese Crisps
12
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BUTTER HAS TRAVELED
A BUMPY PATH IN THE
AMERICAN DIET. ALWAYS
THOUGHT OF AS A STAPLE, IT’S PERIODICALLY
SHUNNED AS A FOE OF
ARTERIES AND OFTEN
SUBJECT TO THE WHIMS
OF HEALTH FADS.

Today, restaurants are presenting a more
modest, balanced side of butter.
It’s less of a culinary crutch and more like a
high-quality seasoning. Check out how chefs
are playing with butter’s chemistry and flavors.

Smokey Subtlety

all

Buttered
up
BY COLLEEN RUSH

The benefits of this ingredient spread beyond bread

Smoke from wood imparts a flame-grilled
flavor that’s easily lapped up by butter. Alex
Figura, chef-partner at Lower48 in Denver,
smokes butter to give depth and a meaty, rustic flavor to mushroom risotto, fava bean and
chickpea risotto and other vegetarian dishes.
Smoked butter is also a regular accompaniment with the restaurant’s sourdough bread
and spicy radish or turnip dishes.
Figura makes butter from scratch by smoking housemade sour cream and then churning
it into butter. For a shortcut, start with a high
quality, commercial butter and applewood
or hickory chips but not oak because it burns
hotter.” Keep the temperature at or below
160-degrees to avoid melting the butter.
Bring the butter to room temperature and
whip it before serving it with bread. “You
want to aerate the butter to make it fluffy
and spreadable—almost like soft serve ice
cream,” Figura says. For unsalted butter,
add a few pinches of flaky sea salt at service
to add crunch and an extra zap of flavor.

Smoked Butter
Chef-partner Alex Figura
Lower 48, Denver

1 pound high-quality salted butter, chilled
or frozen
2 cups wood chips
Ice
Cut chilled butter into 1-inch pieces and place in a
small stainless steel pan. Fill a larger stainless steel
pan with ice and pack the butter pan inside.
Smoke butter over wood chips inside a gas grill
or smoker at 150 F for 10 to 15 minutes. Remove
and chill. To serve, whip butter at room temperature
until light and fluffy.

14
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Miso butter is a simple way
to add a layer of flavor.

Layer of Earthiness

Miso is not a typical ingredient at St. Cecilia
in Atlanta. But Executive Chef Craig Richards
digs the way miso butter works with panroasted radishes and snap peas. He credits
Sous Chef Mike Pitts for the introduction.
“(Pitts) has extensive experience in Japanese food. We decided on it because it adds an
earthiness and natural salinity to the dish.”
Miso butter is a super-simple recipe that
comes with one warning: Start with room
temperature butter and don’t over blend.
Otherwise, the butter will heat up and break.
“We only use it for this one dish, but I can
see it being a very good finishing butter for a
seafood pasta, (such as) spaghetti with crab,
chilies, garlic and miso butter,” Richards says.

(MISO) ADDS
AN EARTHINESS
AND NATURAL
SALINITY TO
THE DISH.
—Executive Chef Craig Richards

Miso Butter
Chef Craig Richards
St. Cecilia, Atlanta

1 pound unsalted butter, room temperature
½ pound white miso
Zest of 1 lemon
½ teaspoon yuzu juice
Pinch of white pepper
Combine all of the ingredients in a food processor
and blend thoroughly. Chill.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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©2015 Land O’Lakes, Inc.

The yield of
brown butter is
maximized with
the addition of
powdered milk.

LAND O LAKES
Salted Butter, Grade AA

®

Fat Chances

Dump the one-size-fits-all
approach toward fat

SIMPLY
THE
E ONE
O .

Animal fat: An alternative to
hydrogenated oils (although less
shelf-stable), duck fat or tallow
(beef fat) is a favorite for french
fries. Rendered chicken fat is a
good base fat to wilt vegetables or
brown flour for gravy, roux or soup.
Coconut oil: Billed as a panacea for
everything from chapped lips to
dingy teeth, trans fat-free coconut
oil is making a comeback thanks to
Paleo diners. Try it for deep frying,
searing or sauteing. Solid until heated,
it’s an excellent fat for baked goods. It
does not impart a coconut flavor.

Land O’Lakes is butter. On its own or as a canvas
for on-trend flavors, it delivers real depth and
richness to so many great dishes. So when your
recipe calls for exceptional flavor, Land O’Lakes
butter is simply irreplaceable.

Ghee or clarified butter: Chefs like
clarified butter for shallow frying and
other high-heat cooking methods
because the smoke point (around 450
degrees) is significantly higher than
butter and other cooking oils.
Lard: Some chefs say lard is ideal

for frying tortilla chips and producing
crispy, evenly browned fried chicken.
Pastry chefs swear by pure leaf lard for
flaky pastry crusts.

Rice bran oil: A source of antioxidants,

free of common allergens and heart
healthy, rice bran oil is winning over
chefs. Foods deep-fried in this fat absorb
up to 20 percent less oil.

Land O’ Lakes, Inc. is a
farmer-owned cooperative.
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Toasty Nuttiness

Perfect packaging. It’s what you can expect from Monogram®.
Customers will appreciate how our packages store foods safely,
keeping the heat or keeping it cool.

Brown butter is butter amplified. As it’s heated, the butter is infused with a distinct, toasty
and nutty note that enriches the flavor of any
dish. The most concentrated flavor is found in
the browned milk solids.
Dayne Womax, chef-owner of Brown Butter
Restaurant in New Orleans, maximizes the
yield of crispy, browned butter solids by adding powdered milk. When the milk solids in
hot butter begin to separate and turn golden,
he adds a ratio of one cup of powdered milk per
pound of butter, which nets nearly an equal
amount of brown butter solids.
Womax uses the solids in countless dishes
at the restaurant—whisked into vinaigrettes,
sprinkled on salads, folded into root vegetable
purees or gelato. He also makes brown butter
cream soda syrup with the solids. “They’re
awesome in savory or sweet applications,”
Womax says. n
Colleen Rush is a freelance food and travel
writer, and the author of The Mere Mortal’s
Guide to Fine Dining.

Brown Butter
Cream Soda Syrup

Chef-owner Dayne Womax
Brown Butter Restaurant, New Orleans

3 pounds unsalted butter
1 quart non-fat powdered milk
3½ cups water
3 cups sugar
½ cup light brown sugar
3 tablespoons vanilla extract
Bring butter to a low simmer. When
the milk solids begin to brown, whisk in
powdered milk until solids turn a toasted
color. Strain through a sieve. Reserve
clarified butter for another use. Spread
solids on a tray lined with paper towels;
cool. Makes about 4 cups.
Combine the water, sugars, and ½ cup
brown butter solids in a medium saucepan set over medium heat. Bring mixture
to a low simmer for 10 to 15 minutes.
Remove from heat and strain syrup.
Cool; add vanilla.
To make brown butter cream soda: In
a pint glass filled with ice, combine 1½
ounces syrup and soda water; stir.
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Perfect for hot soup
Monogram poly-coated paper food containers
are a perfect option for customers seeking
paper-based container options for both hot and
cold applications. Whether it’s chili straight from
the pot, or scoops of ice cream straight from
the freezer, these food containers are up to the
challenge. The containers are combo packed
TM
and available in the new Meadows print.

Get this pheasant
recipe at
FOODFANATICS.COM

GAME ON

WHICH PROTEIN IS
POISED TO BE THE 			
			NEXT DUCK?

>

Pheasant is hung
after it’s slaughtered
to develop flavor.
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BY KATE LEAHY

WHEN IT COMES TO
GAME MEAT, DUCK
JUMPED THE SHARK A
GENERATION AGO. FROM
ETHNIC SPOTS TO FINE
DINING RESTAURANTS,
DOMESTICALLY RAISED
DUCK IS SUCH A
FAMILIAR PROTEIN
THAT MOST WOULDN’T
EVEN CATEGORIZE IT AS
GAME ANYMORE.

The same isn’t so for bison, venison,
game birds or wild boar. All have made
inroads, but remain niche proteins.
Compared to duck, which is found on
14.7 percent of menus nationwide, most
varieties of game appear on fewer than 2
percent of menus according to foodservice research firm Datassential.

»
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Some signs, though, are pointing to change.
Many chefs want sustainable options, like
the lower environmental impact of grass-fed
game meats. Many game meats are leaner,
such as bison and elk, which are drawing
customers seeking healthier choices. These
proteins also appeal to diners “looking to
climb the next rung on the foodie ladder,”
says Amanda Barnes, executive chef of Hot
Chocolate in Chicago.
Which meats are ready to dominate? Chefs
make a case for their favorite game.

BISON

Bison is only on 1.2 percent of menus nationwide, but its frequency has jumped 50 percent
since 2010, according to Datassential. For
Executive Chef Ben Jones of The Resort at
Paws Up in Greenough, Montana, bison has
already broke out of the pack, outselling duck.
“Almost every guest says they love bison, and
they appreciate that mine is local,” he says.
At Pomp, the resort’s upscale restaurant,
Jones has year-round demand for bison ribeye, New York strip and fillet. Rib-eye and
New York strip steaks are grilled, but fillets
are butter-basted to avoid toughening the lean
cut. Because the cuts are lean overall, they are
not cooked past medium. If a guest requests
medium-well, Jones suggests beef instead
because it’s more forgiving.
Bison is also a favorite protein at Kachina
Southwestern Grill in Westminster, Colorado. Executive Chef Jeff Bolton purchases a
monthly side of bison, usually just shy of 800
pounds. The meat is portioned into steaks,
smoked, dry-aged or ground for meatloaf. For
beer dinners, he buys a whole bison, working
the meat into every course. Bison steak, he
says, benefits from aging, which enhances
the texture.
“It’s so lean that it might be a little chewy
compared to beef but the dry-aging process
helps tenderize the meat,” he says.

GAME BIRDS

As beef prices continue to climb and poultry
and egg costs rise due to the worst avian flu
outbreak in U.S. history, game prices don’t
seem out of line.
Compared with other game, birds are often
more versatile, says Dakota Weiss, chef-owner of Estrella in West Hollywood, California.
“The birds soak up all different flavors,” she
says. “They’re great in summer and winter.”
Weiss, whose grandparents raised pheasants, makes game birds a regular part of her
22
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Bison is making inroads
on menus thanks in part
to its leaner makeup.

CURING AND SMOKING HELPS CREATE A NICE TEXTURE EVEN
WHEN THE MEAT IS ON THE RARE SIDE.
— Executive Chef John Cox at Sierra Mar

menu. For Cobb salad with squab, she air dries
the bird for three days to get a crisp skin while
it’s roasting. She then mixes leg meat into
the salad and tops it with sliced breast meat.
“You’re eating poultry, but you feel like it’s so
much bigger than that,” Weiss says.
Game birds also have a home at Hot Chocolate, where Barnes rotates squab, quail, grouse
and pheasant. She brines the birds to increase
their moisture content and also hangs them
overnight in the walk-in for a crispier skin.
She then stuffs the bird for menu appeal and to
keep food costs in line. Quail gets rye bread and
pistachio stuffing, while squab is filled with
cornbread and shishito peppers.
“Putting stuffing into squab or quail and
pairing it with a seasonal vegetable is the
trifecta of tasting good, being affordable and
being approachable,” Barnes says.

VENISON AND ELK

As more diners seek leaner, nutritionally dense
meat options, venison and elk are becoming
more than special occasion choices.
At Sierra Mar at Post Ranch Inn in Big Sur,
California, Executive Chef John Cox uses venison and elk for everything from carpaccio to
braised shanks. While elk tends to be larger

with slightly more marbling than venison,
both are extremely lean. Cox lightly cures elk
flank steak with sea salt and fennel pollen for
an hour before cold smoking it. The steak is
then quickly seared and basted with butter or
bacon fat.
“The curing and smoking helps create a
nice texture even when the meat is on the rare
side,” Cox says.
For Chef-owner Eric Donnelly’s second
Seattle restaurant, FlintCreek Cattle Co., he
plans to feature less familiar meat varieties,
such as venison and elk, due to their lower
carbon footprint and high yield. Donnelly has
had luck using the meat as carpaccio and for
rib-eye as a grilled entree, along with braising
elk cheeks.
Like Cox, Donnelly believes getting game
right is all about technique, especially when
grilling steaks. “Without the fat content, it’s
not as forgiving,” he says. Braising, however,
is less of an issue because the meat and bones
make gelatinous stock.
“Cooking (beef) steaks all night is not that
exciting, but when you’re working different
meats all the time, it makes you a better cook,”
he says.

WILD BOAR

Health Check
Snap Kitchen, a healthy takeaway
concept in Texas and Chicago,
offers bison in four dishes including a bison breakfast bowl with
maple-apple bison sausage, a bison quinoa hash and a bun-less
bison burger with an over-easy
egg. All are popular, particularly
the hash, which also has brown
rice, quinoa and kidney beans.
So what’s the appeal?
“Bison is lower in total fat, lower
in calories, higher in good
essential fats and high in iron
compared to beef,” says Daniel
Magoon, Snap Kitchen’s registered dietitian. But the real driver
is the bison. “You’re giving people
a different flavor and approach
that’s a little trendier.”

Whole-hog butchery has been embraced by
chefs, which positions wild boar to benefit
from this porcine devotion.
For a center of the plate game meat, John
Hogan is partial to venison. But for charcuterie, he favors wild boar. “When it comes
to making sausage or pate, the boar has a
really unique sweet pork flavor,” says the
executive chef of River Roast in Chicago, whose
charcuterie plate includes game options like
smoked boar shoulder terrine.
Wild boar is no secret among Italian chefs,
who have long appreciated the rich, sweet
meat. At Piccolo Sogno, also in Chicago, 50
pounds of wild boar goes into ragu, which
Chef-owner Tony Priolo serves with pappardelle, polenta or risotto.
Priolo buys shoulder or neck portions, which
are marinated overnight in red wine, red wine
vinegar, orange, cinnamon and juniper berries.
The meat and marinade are braised with mirepoix and finished with meat broth and tomato.
“This is on our menu all year-round,” he
says. “If I don’t have it, we’re in trouble.” n

Bison Meatloaf
Executive Chef Jeff Bolton
Kachina Southwestern Grill
Westminster, Colorado

2 tablespoons olive oil
½ small onion, diced
3 cloves garlic, minced
3 tablespoons chicken stock
2 tablespoons tomato paste
1 tablespoon Worcestershire
sauce
2 teaspoons kosher salt
1 teaspoon ground fennel
1 teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper
½ teaspoon dried thyme
1 egg
3 tablespoons milk
1 slice white bread, torn
1 pound ground bison
¼ cup ketchup
Heat olive oil and sweat onion
and then garlic until translucent.
Add chicken stock, tomato paste,
Worcestershire, salt, fennel, pepper and thyme; set aside.
Combine egg, milk and bread
into paste mixture and then fold
into bison to form 1 loaf or 4.
Bake on greased sheet tray in
preheated 350 F oven for 40
minutes or until internal temperature reaches 160 F. Top with
ketchup 10 minutes before done.
Makes 2 to 4 servings.

Kate Leahy is an Oakland, California-based
writer and cookbook author. Follow her on
Twitter @KateLeahy.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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THE

PROOF
IS IN THE

PANTRY
INGREDIENTS TRUMP ALL 		
FOR 2016 DESSERT TRENDS
By Kate Leahy

Chocolate for churros
gets the spice treatment
at Dia de Campo in Hermosa Beach, California.
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Beyond Chocolate

STOCKING A PASTRY
KITCHEN PANTRY USED TO
BE A SIMPLE EXERCISE.

You were good to go with brown and granulated sugars, chocolate, cocoa powder and
vanilla. Add cake and all-purpose flours and
some spices.
Today, the same pantry no longer flies. You’re
more likely to include stone-ground flours,
several kinds of sugar, single-origin chocolates
and vanillas from around the world. And you’ll
need room for even more ingredients as the
lines continue to blur between the sweet and
savory sides of the kitchen. Toning down the
sweetness and incorporating greater use of
fruit also makes for a burgeoning pantry.
And when packaged products aren’t exactly
what you want, you’ll make your own staples.
This renewed focus on ingredients comes at
a time when an increased interest in food quality and global cuisines has made diners more
willing to try new flavors. All of which means
that finding effective ways to feature premium
ingredients is becoming a primary driver of
dessert menu creativity.
“We’re drilling down everything. It’s no longer just butter, sugar, flour, eggs,” says Meg Galus, pastry chef at Boka in Chicago. “It’s about
all the specifics. What are the best apples for
apple pie? What is the best crust?”

Sweetened condensed
milk is made from scratch
for the Vietnamese coffee
pudding at Cassia in
Santa Monica, California.
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The degree of sweetness in toasted coconut can be controlled
by making it in-house.

Sometimes the best way to call attention to
ingredients is to take the usual suspects out of
the equation.
When Niche restaurant in St. Louis decided
to limit 90 percent of its pantry to ingredients
produced within a 150-mile radius, Pastry
Chef Sarah Osborn faced the challenge of creating a pastry menu without chocolate, vanilla
or baking spices.
To replace spices, she turned to plants with
naturally spicy flavors, like sassafras, dandelion root and shiso. Beets, sweet potato and
even miso replaced the richness of chocolate
and vanilla. When a housemade batch of miso
turned out sweeter than usual, she folded the
ingredient into ice cream and used it with a
sweet potato cake and sweet potato caramel in
place of a chocolate dessert.
“One guest said, ‘I was wanting chocolate,
but I am completely satisfied.’ They didn’t miss
it,” she says.

Back to Basics

Better pantry staples can also impact how
pastry chefs develop new desserts.
Galus started rethinking her pantry more
than a year ago during her stint as the pastry
chef at NoMi Kitchen at Chicago’s Park Hyatt
hotel. There, she switched all flour and sugar to
organic, tweaking recipes to accommodate the
nuanced textures of the new ingredients.
At Boka, Galus has turned her focus to
local dairy products. To highlight the natural flavor and texture of milk and cream, she
pushed vanilla aside for her plain, wholemilk ice cream. It’s paired with coffee-infused
hazelnut cream, hazelnut crumble, whipped
praline foam and a toasted milk sauce. Once
servers got behind the local milk story, the
dessert became a top seller.
“It’s, for lack of a better word, plain, but the
milk and the cream are so delicious,” she says.
“The dairy has a flavor all on its own.”

I Can Make That

When certain products don’t meet high
standards, pastry chefs are taking the do-ityourself approach.
Zoe Nathan strives to bake all goods and
desserts with organic ingredients at her
Los Angeles-based Rustic Canyon Family of Restaurants, which she co-owns with
her husband, Josh Loeb. But the organic
counterparts of some products, like sweetened coconut and condensed milk, are not
always available.

So when Nathan wanted to create Vietnamese coffee pudding with coconut shortbread cookies for Cassia, a Southeast Asian
restaurant in Santa Monica, California, she
and Director of Bakery Operations Laurel
Almerinda took the DIY route.
To get the best consistency, Almerinda
makes sweetened condensed milk by cooking
the milk down with sugar for four hours. She
then steeps the milk overnight with cracked
espresso beans and adds espresso and vanilla
before finishing the custard-style pudding. For
sweetened coconut in the shortbread cookies,
she poaches unsweetened, shredded coconut
in simple syrup, dries it out and toasts it.
The benefit isn’t limited to the coconut
being organic. “I can control the sweetness
[and] how it dries and toasts,” Almerinda
says. Plus, the extra poaching syrup gets put
to work in cocktails.

World Market

Novelty ingredients from around the world
can pique diners’ interest and curb sweetness.
After his pastry assistant brought him
a sample of pandan kaya, a coconut custard jam made with the grassy Asian herb,
Nick Muncy, executive pastry chef at Coi
in San Francisco, discovered the funk of
the pandan leaf also paired well with dark
chocolate. So Muncy created a Mounds
bar-inspired dessert encasing layers of
coconut cookie, coconut cake, pandan
coconut custard and chocolate-coconut
mousse in a chocolate dome.
“It was also about finding the balance of
showing this new flavor, but keeping it tame
within people’s comfort zone,” he says.
Brainstorming with Chef Louis Maldonado has given Pastry Chef Annemarie
Catrambone ideas on incorporating Asian
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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GET MORE DESSERT
RECIPES AT
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Spiced Churros
Executive Chefs Tin Vuong
and Ken Johnson

Dia de Campo, Hermosa Beach, California

1 pound dark chocolate*
2 teaspoons toasted cinnamon,
divided use
1 teaspoon toasted star anise
1 teaspoon toasted cloves
1 teaspoon toasted allspice
1 cup heavy cream, heated
1 teaspoon cayenne
2 cups sugar plus 1 tablespoon,
divided use
1 cup water
4 tablespoons unsalted butter
1 tablespoon brown sugar
½ teaspoon salt
1 cup flour
4 eggs
½ teaspoon vanilla
1 teaspoon lime zest
2 teaspoons freeze-dried raspberry,
crumbled
Combine chocolate, 1 teaspoon cinnamon, star anise, cloves and allspice
over low heat. Whisk in cream and
cayenne; set aside.

IT’S NO LONGER JUST
BUTTER, SUGAR, FLOUR,
EGGS. IT’S ABOUT ALL THE
SPECIFICS.

Toss together remaining cinnamon
and 2 cups sugar; set aside.

—Meg Galus, pastry chef at Boka in Chicago.

and Latin American ingredients that balance sweetness in desserts at Spoonbar in
Healdsburg, California.
A light, Japanese-style cheesecake has
become her most versatile platform for
showcasing global flavors, with egg whites
beaten and folded into the cream cheese base.
She pairs it with everything from rye cornbread and cajeta (Mexican milk caramel) to
white chocolate cheesecake with matcha
crumbles, which are made from a mix of butter, flour, sugar and powdered green tea.
“The cheesecake was sweet, and the matcha
toned it down,” she says.

Fruit Forward
Shortbread cookies
with housemade
toasted coconut.
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Fresh fruit is resurging as the must-have ingredient for pastry chefs, thanks to its natural
sweetness and dynamic texture.

Bring water, butter, remaining 1
tablespoon sugar, brown sugar and
salt to a boil. Remove from heat and
stir in flour.
Add eggs and vanilla and mix to
reach a dough-like consistency. Place
dough in a pastry bag and pipe log
shapes into fryer preheated to 350 F
for 3 to 4 minutes. Drain; toss churros
in 2 tablespoons of cinnamon sugar.
Pile 5 churros to a plate and garnish
with zest and raspberries. Serve with
chocolate. Makes two servings with
leftover chocolate and sugar.
*Use 53% dark chocolate.

At Japanese-influenced Kuro at Seminole
Hard Rock Hotel & Casino in Hollywood, Florida, Pastry Chef Ross Evans often looks for
ways to make fruit the star ingredient.
With pineapple, for instance, he sears the
fruit in a dry caramel and then cooks it sous
vide for an hour in vanilla syrup to give it a rich,
velvety texture. He then pairs it with an olive
oil cake and shiso meringue. Dry sake transforms a simple bowl of seasonal, local fruit to
make a zabaione with a cleaner flavor than
sweet Italian wine, allowing the fruit’s natural
sweetness to stand out.
“Instead of thinking about an orange and
what we can pair with it, we’re thinking about
an ingredient,” says Evans. “It’s not, ‘We have
an orange, let’s make orange sorbet.’ It’s ‘Can we
fry it? Can we pan-sear it? Can we turn it into
a jelly?’ That’s where our brains are heading.” n
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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TREND TRACKER

The heat index on what’s happening
Foodies
tire of
gimmicky
mash-up
dishes.

Who needs an
in-house gofer when
we’ve got third party
delivery apps?

Restaurants 86 tipping
in favor of mandatory
service fees.

Spicy chicken
sandwiches
are aiming to
knock burgers
off the bun.

Operators adjust
to the EMV credit
card switch,
whether they want
to or not.

Digital innovation
is great, so long as
it’s not impersonal
restaurant tech.

COOLING OFF

ON FIRE

WARMING UP

Diners bite
into the world
of dumplings.

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THINKSTOCK
COOKIE DOUGH IMAGE COURTESY OF PAUL STRABBING

South
Pacific
cuisine
joins the
island
food
trend.

Lighten up your menu
by ditching heavy,
meat-centric plates.

Bartenders
slow their
roll by
offering
creative
nonalcoholic
beverages.

Don’t get
greedy by
overcharging
for bar bites.

Some of the year’s
most fascinating
ingredients land in
the pastry kitchen.
Restaurants
fight water
shortages with
air pressure
dishwashing
technology.

Precious
restaurant
names
rife with
ampersands
get the
eye roll.
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taking a deeper look
Famed American Chef Alice Waters once said, “Everything tastes better with
butter,” and while I’d bet the vast majority of chefs around the world agree,
this longtime recipe staple hasn’t always been welcomed with open arms
by health-conscious diners. In this issue’s rich cover story, we take a deeper
look at how today’s chefs are reigniting diners’ love of butter by using it as a
high-quality seasoning.
But regardless of how well seasoned dishes are, businesses don’t flourish
without the support of a strong team. In the pages of this issue, we’ll look at
new ways to celebrate and thank valued employees and how to part ways
with those that might not be the right fit.
Our focus on

is what drives us at US Foods®.

To keep you at the top of your game, we’ve also laid out the culinary trends
heating up and cooling down, the top technology trends for 2016 and how to
market your restaurant to reach current diners and get new ones in the door –
after all, it’s not Great Food until a diner experiences it.
Enjoy the issue and thank you for supporting the Food Fanatics® movement!

Integrity in Every Sip
Try the latest premium products from Rykoff Sexton

Pietro Satriano
President and Chief Executive Officer
US Foods

Pyramid Tea Variety Pack

®

Fair Trade Organic 100% Peruvian Coffee

Our elegant collection of premium loose-leaf teas brings
Ginger Peach Black, Spearmint Lavender Herbal and Earl
Grey Black varieties. The unique pyramid-shaped bag

© 2015 US Foods, Inc. 10-2015

supports fair wages for farmers across the globe, and offers

© 2015 US Foods, Inc. 10-2015

FOOD PEOPLE

The Best Beef
Just Got Better

Insiders on the industry

Mix It Up

From outings to customized parties,
events are all about staff appreciation

Customer demand for the benefits of grass fed beef is exploding and our Stock Yards®
All Natural Grass Fed Ground Beef delivers! Created by center-of-the-plate experts – this
beef is the all natural, high quality variety that customers seek, and it’s versatile enough
to use across your entire menu.
© 2015 US Foods, Inc. 10-2015
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FEED THE STAFF

Making employees feel valued is critical to
a healthy and successful work environment.
Big or small, gestures of appreciation are the
most effective when they’re fun, memorable
and meaningful.
For employees at Niel’s restaurants, it’s party time when Easy Bistro & Bar closes after a
busy Super Bowl Sunday brunch service. The
staff brings kids and significant others for a
themed annual event, such as this past year’s
bowling party. The venue and theme change
annually, but even when it’s low-key, there’s
always a culinary perk.
“We like to save a few nicer bottles of wine
from our wine list, things that are $150 and
above, and crack those open during our staff
party,” Niel says. “Not only is it a way of saying
thanks, but they also get to taste a variety of
high-end wines on our list which is beneficial
to them on the floor.”

An appreciation event for staff
can be fun and educational.

(A CUSTOM EVENT)IS A...HIGH-ENERGY WAY TO RELIEVE TENSION AND
SAY, ‘THANK YOU,’ BUT IT ALSO IS A BONDING EXPERIENCE.
—David Jacobson, owner of TrivWorks in New York.

Let Loose

A party at the restaurant for
staff and significant others
or family shows appreciation
in a big way.

RESTAURANTS GO BEYOND THE
USUAL TO THANK EMPLOYEES
BY MARGARET LITTMAN
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“(The blog is) a place to highlight our staff…and gives
them an opportunity to put themselves out there,” says
Amanda Niel, co-owner of Easy Bistro & Bar and Main
Street Meats, both in Chattanooga. “We find that it
makes our staff feel a part of the team and take their jobs
more seriously.”

Hitting the Road

PHOTOGRAPHY BY BETH KIRBY

in the house

Easy Bistro & Bar’s blog reveals a lot about
the staff. The chef de cuisine at the Chattanooga, Tennessee-based restaurant is
big on foraging and sharing the details
of his trips. When the pastry chef isn’t at
work, her creativity lands on paper; she’s
an ardent sketcher. Professional photos
of the staff, which the restaurant pays for,
help diners connect with staff in a more
meaningful way.

In January, Owner Jack Bardy closes his
restaurants, The Beehive in Boston and Beat
Brasserie in Cambridge, Massachusetts, for a
post-holiday party. Outside staff is hired to cater and work the party, so that everyone gets a
real night off. A staff talent show is a part of the
entertainment.
“In the restaurant industry a lot of people
have other careers, other passions. We had
singers, dancers, comedians,” Bardy says. Staff
members sign up in advance to perform on
The Beehive stage in front of the crowd of 200.
“This idea came from the ground up. This was
their idea. Everyone really let their hair down.”
Niel gives holiday gifts to staff, but a poll
among workers indicated a party would also
be appreciated. “A party lets spouses and
significant others meet one another and everyone feels like they are part of a family. It makes
them feel more part of a team,” she says.
That’s also been the experience of Mary Cleaver, founder of The Cleaver Co., which owns
New York’s The Green Table and Table Green
Café. Each summer, the restaurants close for
one day so the staff can take a field trip to the
farms that provide seasonal produce.
All staff, along with their children, harvests,
cooks and dines together at the farms, including one that Cleaver now owns. Transportation is provided for the 8-hour round trip.
“They really connect. To each other and to
where our food comes from,” she says. “It is
just fun.”

Run with Fun

Operators who value team building often work
with companies like TrivWorks, a New Yorkbased firm that offers custom-designed trivia
parties as corporate team-building events. A
partnership with New York’s Spice & Spoon
adds the option of custom-designed cocktail
making to the event.
“It is a raucous, high-energy way to relieve
tension and say, ‘thank you,’ but it also is a
bonding experience,” says TrivWorks’ owner
David Jacobson.
TrivWorks planned a series of events for
Shake Shack’s New York-area managers.
Jacobson says, “These are all people who
work in different restaurants, so it was also a
chance for them to get to know one another.”
You don’t have to celebrate staff as a group.
One of the perks of being in the food business
is that a dinner out or a bottle of wine is more
than an indulgence—it can count as R&D, too,
says Nicole Ess, director of marketing at The
Dawson in Chicago. Savvy restaurant owners
and chefs combine the two to make employees feel appreciated, while further developing
their skills.
At several restaurants, including Chicago’s
Frontera Grill and Topolobampo, Dallas’s
Malai Kitchen and Portland, Maine’s Boda,
select staff are taken on trips (or have portions of trips bankrolled) to explore cuisine
and cultures, and to reward them for hard

work. But you don’t have to shell out for passports, plane tickets or parties for your entire
kitchen staff.
“Billy (Lawless) is very generous to work
for,” Ess says, ticking off bottles of wine for a
job well done and dinners for team building
among the ways in which he says, “thanks.” If
there’s a new restaurant in town or an old favorite with a new menu, he’ll encourage staff
to bring him the receipt to reimburse for the
research and night out. Other perks include
massages or manicures, all tailored to what
will be meaningful to the workers.
“He is conscious of what you would like,”
Ess says. “There is thought behind his extra gratitude.”
Steve DiFillippo, chef and CEO of Boston’s
Davio’s Northern Italian steakhouse, also prefers a personal approach.
“Thanks to my trusty smartphone, I text or
call all the team members (almost 800) in our
company on their birthdays, and our managers
give each of them a $50 cash gift,” he says.
“It’s important to treat your ‘inner guests’
(staff) just like your guests that come in
through the front door,” he says. “Because in
order to succeed in the restaurant industry, it’s
all about the guest.” n
Margaret Littman is a Nashville-based writer whose work appears in local and national
publications.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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not so

Special

Special

ENTICE DINERS WITH THE
UNKNOWN. THAT’S HOW
MOST CHEFS ONCE COURTED
THE SO-CALLED FOODIE.

But as everything from cronuts to carnitas
has gone mainstream, this dining segment is
distancing itself from the masses by eschewing
obscurity for authenticity.
“The term ‘foodie’ is changing from describing a culinary hobbyist to describing
a person who is generally more interested
in what’s on their plate and where it comes
from,” says Annika Stensson, director of
research communications at the National
Restaurant Association.
Taste and flavor are still a given, but foodies
are far more interested in culinary experiences.

They want to enjoy a good meal with an educational or entertainment tie into food culture,
such as learning about artisanal products,
discovering hyper-regional ethnic cuisines or
enjoying a bit of culinary entertainment.
In fact, telling a good food story has cachet
among diners. Seventy-six percent of U.S.
adults enjoy talking about new or interesting foods, according to a 2013 study by the
Institute of Food Technologists. Operators
providing these stories and experiences are
getting a leg up on their competitors.

New Expectations

Operators should distinguish between “authentic foodies” (those who show a deep
interest in the culture of food) from popculture eaters (those who constantly chase

Where are the new epicures eating?

THE
NEW-STYLE
EPICURES
(FORMERLY
KNOWN AS
FOODIES) EXPECT
MORE THAN THE
ORDINARY
BY PETER GIANOPULOS

Limited-service
restaurant diners
who call themselves foodies

Full-service
restaurant diners
who call themselves foodies

27%

28%

culinary and health fads), says Melissa
Abbott, vice president of culinary insights for
the Hartman Group.
Making your own salad dressing isn’t impressive, she says, but housemade butters,
breads and vinegars can be.
“You don’t want to be over-the-top in your
descriptions,” Abbott says. “You want to tip
your hat and let people feel like they’ve made
a discovery.”
In Seattle, Executive Chef Caprial Pence
of Bookstore Bar & Cafe offers foods that
diners don’t have the time or equipment to
make at home, like house-cured bacon and
ricotta cheese.
“To appeal to foodies you need to make sure
your menu is authentic,” Pence says. “(They)
see through menus that are contrived.”

who are they?

Millennials who
call themselves
foodies

50%

Source: Datassential
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FOOD FANATIC ROAD TRIP!

Operators hoping to lure foodies with ethnic
cuisine need to delve deeper into hyperregional dishes. A taco is just a taco, unless
you can show that it’s from Oaxaca or Puebla.
At Lolo’s in Harlem, New York, co-owners
Skai Young and Chef Raymond Mohan stand
out from the traditional seafood shacks with
riffs on Caribbean fare, incorporating Cape
Cod influences into dishes such as Shark and
Bake sandwiches (sustainable spiny dogfish
served on pita-like johnnycake bread), conch
fritters and jerk ribs.
The proliferation of food media exposing foodies to regional cuisines has created
demand to try the “real thing,” says Jana
Mann, senior director of syndicated services
at food research firm Datassential.
“Some people want to relive travel memories,” Mann says, “but some people who can’t
afford to go to these places are looking for ways
to taste these cuisines closer to home.”
Well-traveled chefs can take advantage by
bringing a taste of their journeys into their
menus. But even mainstream operations can
learn from Hard Rock Cafe.
Hard Rock’s World Burger Tour menu gave
U.S. diners a chance to taste global riffs on a
traditional American classic, including a haggis-topped burger with turnips from Scotland
and a Marimba Burger with jalapeño-spiced
beans from Guatemala.
“It was our way to strike a balance between
our signature flair of authentic American cuisine and the steadily evolving palate of the
modern (foodie),” says Darryl Mickler, Hard
Rock’s senior corporate executive chef.

Food as Theater

The notion of the celebrity chef has lost
much of its luster among foodies. Attain
40
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for attracting the
modern foodie

Food is the platform for
entertaining at The Hall
in Brooklyn, New York.

First Kitchen & Bar with local restaurateur
Christy Shuff.
But locals have long been ahead of the curve
when it comes to good eatin’. When Brock’s
famous friends are in town, he heads to
Arnold’s Country Kitchen, a meat-and-three
Nashville cafeteria. Margot McCormack’s
East Nashville restaurant Margot Café & Bar
continues to be a culinary force. And people
will travel across the country just for a taste of
Prince’s painfully delicious hot chicken. n

Make it Tactile: At the Redbook
Restaurant at the Hillbrook Inn & Spa
in Charles Town, West Virginia, owner
Carissa Zanella records the name of
every guest and their meal in red
books that diners can peruse. Foodies
feel like they’ve literally left their mark
at the restaurant.

Form Unique Partnerships: At Acme
Feed & Seed in Nashville, Tennessee,
owner Tom Morales commissions
musicians for themed concert nights,
partners with yoga instructors for
morning yoga sessions and works with
a local brewery to create its own Acme
Rooster Brew.

Hire a Butcher: The on-site butcher at Le Marais in New York allows
Chef-owner Jose Meirelles to dry-age
his own meat and create signature
offerings like veal belly bacon and
pastrami short rib.

Develop a Contest: Earlier this
year, Chef Peter Vauthy of Red The
Steakhouse in Miami Beach, Florida,
launched a lobster mac ‘n’ cheese
Twitter campaign; those who tweeted
the best responses were delivered a
free platter of Vauthy’s mac ‘n’ cheese
to their office.

Create an Adventure: In Asheville,
North Carolina, outdoorsman Alan
Muskat leads diners on “forage to table” programs for restaurants like The
Market Place and Vue 1913, which
then cook up what has been foraged
from the hunt.

THE HIGHLIGHTS
Pinewood Social

a certain level of fame and you belong to
the masses—not the gourmands. But that
doesn’t mean chefs can’t make a lasting impression by infusing a bit of theatricality
into a dining experience.
Brandon Frohne, executive chef at Mason’s
in Nashville, uses social media to occasionally announce a special secret menu item. The
hitch: It can be ordered only if customers
whisper hilarious passwords like “hold me
closer, tiny dancer” or “take my breath away”
to their server.
“It was really fun for people,” says Frohne,
whose specials range from porcini and brie
funnel cakes to Goo Goo Cluster liquid nitrogen floats. “We could hear them laughing in
the kitchen.”
In New York, Chef-owner Michael Psilakis
has enjoyed plenty of success with his Greekthemed MP Taverna Brooklyn. But he calls his
latest outpost, The Hall Brooklyn, a “pimpedout supper club.”
It’s designed to offer different dinner parties, such as a New Orleans-themed party
with live jazz, Sazeracs and Cajun cuisine
one day or ribs and country music the next.
The idea is to use food as a platform for an
entertaining evening.
“The dining experience is evolving,”
says Psilakis. “It’s all about creating a
special memory for someone; that’s what
it’s all about.”
Peter Gianopulos is a critic for Chicago magazine and an adjunct professor.

This bar-restaurant-coffee shop-bowling alley
sounds like a weird combination,
but thanks to former Catbird
Seat Chef Josh Habiger, everything on the menu is spot-on.
The fried broccoli is worth
clogging your arteries.

Nashville
ILLUSTRATION BY TIM MARRS

Dig Deeper

Bright Ideas

PHOTOGRAPHY COURTESY OF THE HALL BROOKLYN

The key is finding unique ways to share these
stories. Chef Chris Franz was years ahead of
the trends, making his own bread, cheeses and
sausages at RattleSnake Club in Detroit. But it
wasn’t until he began producing online videos
showcasing techniques and local producers
that foodies took notice.
“Our handmade products make us stand out
from the crowd,” Franz says. “People see the
videos and then they come in and start asking
questions. It makes them want to learn more
about us.”

Get a mouthful from our resident expert

FOOD FANATIC

Ed Butler is a Food
Fanatics chef from Tennessee for US Foods who
began cooking at 16.

Get more culinary insight
from Butler and other chefs
@ChefJohnByrne
at FOODFANATICS.COM
Follow the Food Fanatic on
Twitter for more insider tips.

Chefs are flocking to Nashville, Tennessee, effectively
turning Music City into Morsel City. The food scene
has undergone a transformation in recent years, with
an influx of trendy restaurants, local ingredients and
buzzworthy talent.
Among the famous new faces is James Beard Awardwinning Chef Sean Brock, who started recruiting chefs to
the Tennessee capital after opening the offshoot of his famed
Charleston, South Carolina, restaurant Husk Nashville
in 2013. Jonathan Waxman of New York’s famed Barbuto
followed to open Adele’s Nashville, a casual CaliforniaSouthern eatery in the popular Gulch neighborhood.
The Gulch also is home to Indian street food restaurant
Chauhan Ale & Masala House, owned by Maneet Chauhan
of Food Network. Fellow TV cheflebrity Dale Levitski of
“Top Chef” came to Nashville by way of Chicago to open
the eclectic cinema-themed Sinema in the historic Melrose
theater building.
Pastry Chef Tony Galzin is another transplant from
Chicago. He came to Nashville with his wife and business
partner, Caroline, to open trendy small plates joint Fifty

Prince’s Hot Chicken Shack

There are many places to get Nashville’s
signature eye-watering “hot chicken,” but
Prince’s is the late night gold standard. Each
piece is individually fried, so expect to wait. And
avoid the urge to order it “extra hot.” Seriously.

The Catbird Seat

Former Noma Sous Chef Trevor Moran puts on a
13-course evening of culinary performance art
that deserves all the international acclaim. The
single U-shaped counter has only 32 seats, so
reservations are highly recommended.

Goo Goo Shop

Any neighborhood grocery sells Goo Goo
Clusters—but none have the high-end specialty
versions made by Lauren Garcia , the kitchen
manager. Think peanut butter-pretzel or hazelnut ganache.

Robert’s Western World

Live music is always on the
menu at this honkytonk, which
features $5 divey comfort
foods like the “Recession
Special,” a fried bologna
sandwich with chips and a Pabst Blue
Ribbon or the “Stimulus Package,” a hot dog
with chips and a Miller High Life.
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TALK SHOP

PACK
YOUR KNIVES
AND GO

WHAT’S
THE RIGHT
WAY TO
CUT THE
CORD
WITH A
WORKER?
BY KRISTIN EDDY

FIRING AN EMPLOYEE IS NEVER EASY
BUT IT’S ESPECIALLY
ROUGH IN A PLACE
AS VISIBLE AS THE
RESTAURANT INDUSTRY. OPERATORS
AGREE THAT THE
BEST WAY TO PREVENT A BLOWUP IS
TO MEET WITH A
WORKER EARLY AND
OFTEN. HERE ARE
SOME TIPS TO AVOID
TAKING A HIT WHEN
THE WRITING IS ON
THE WALL.

Arlin Smith

Owner and general manager
Hugo’s, Portland, Maine
Years in the industry: 16
“If it’s vandalizing or total disrespect of
the environment or anyone else, that’s an
easy one. It’s harder with someone that you
wanted to work out. I’ve trained my managers into giving someone enough rope. If you
see something is an issue, make them aware
of their actions and give them an opportunity to fix it. If you see the behavior again, it’s
going to be a different conversation. After a
while it’s just too much of a struggle and it
starts to affect more people. The standard
is to always try to do it with at least another manager who is familiar with the person
being fired. I find it to be really important to
have a witness and support. We say, ‘It really
isn’t a fit. We wish it could have worked out,
and let us know if we can do anything to support you.’”

Jennifer Rios

Owner and general manager
Restaurant Martin, Santa Fe, New Mexico
Years in the industry: 22
“Document, document, document. Front of
the house employees are where you do your
documentation. New Mexico is an at-will
state, so I can fire anyone just because I feel
like it. But I try to make sure that I’ve talked to
people along the way, so when it comes down
there’s no big blowup. There are exceptions.
I’ve had someone where halfway into the shift
we realized he was completely drunk, so he
was fired right there. In his drunken stupor
he called back later to ask to come back to pick
up his tips. But usually, if you’re doing it the
right way, you’re terminating them for something they know they’ve done. You’re not firing
someone, they’ve fired themselves.”

I TRY TO MAKE SURE THAT I’VE TALKED TO PEOPLE ALONG THE WAY,
SO WHEN IT COMES DOWN THERE’S NO BIG BLOWUP.
—Jennifer Rios
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MONEY & SENSE

Steven Satterfield

Chef-owner
Miller Union, Atlanta
Years in the business: 24
“Sometimes you want to have a conversation
and give the chance to the person to speak for
themselves. Other times, you just know that
it’s not going to work and it’s better to nip it in
the bud. It helps to have someone with you so
you can have a little unity in your delivery. It’s
hard when someone feels like they’re trying, it
can get very personal. That’s one of the worst
scenarios. I’ve seen someone try to negotiate
their way out of it; some cry; some are pissed;
some are completely blindsided, even though
they were reprimanded repeatedly. We don’t
have a handbook or a book of policies, and
we don’t do official write-ups. It just helps to
make things clear when you put (the problems) on paper. It’s very easy for people to hear
what they want to hear. You can’t mishear a
written statement.” n

Donald Madia Gianfrancisco
Owner
One Off Hospitality, Chicago
Years in the industry: 27

Boost your
bottom line

“Humility and humanity; how do you do that? I surround myself with my business partners
and try to come up with the best process. I believe we are well-intentioned people and we don’t
ever want to hurt anyone, and it helps us get through that. We go over (with the employee)
what’s the problem, what’s the resolution. If the third time we can’t resolve it, the person knows
it’s time to go. We’re in the hospitality business. My job is to make their experience hospitable,
and we expect the same from our staff members.”

Monique Siu

“What I’m seeing more in recent years is
that people don’t stay as long at restaurants,
so there’s less need for termination. It’s very
seldom that someone has to be fired because they got in a fight or something. More
often it’s that someone isn’t performing to
expectations. I document it and give them
three chances. If you’re clear about their
performance, it’s more a matter of convincing them that they’re not right for the job.
When someone is a no-show or gets into a
confrontation, that’s different. One time
a cook punched another cook, and I found
there is a learning curve for some younger
people where they don’t realize that there
isn’t a second chance after that. Sometimes
people don’t get it. But if you’ve been doing
your job talking to them all along, they do.”
44
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IT HELPS TO HAVE SOMEONE WITH
YOU SO YOU CAN HAVE A LITTLE
UNITY IN YOUR DELIVERY.
—Steven Satterfield

Kristen Eddy is an award-winning writer who
lives in Napa, California.

PHOTOGRAPHY BY NICK SCOTT

Owner
Castagna Restaurant, Portland, Oregon
Years in the industry: 30

Momofuku, which
originated in New
York, expanded to
Sydney, Australia,
with Momofuku Seibo.

Going Global

Restaurants are expanding their
brand to new markets
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HAVE
CONCEPT,
WILL
Travel
RESTAURANTS LOOK OVERSEAS FOR NEW OUTPOSTS
BY GLORIA DAWSON
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GOOD NEWS FOR ANYONE
DAYDREAMING OF OPENING
AN OUTPOST IN ANOTHER
COUNTRY: THE GLOBAL
GAME IS NO LONGER JUST
FOR LARGE FRANCHISES.

The catch? While the thought of travel and
international dollars is enticing, an overseas
operation is no vacation.
Even if you can overcome the mounds of
paperwork, tax codes, financing and legal fees,
everyday stateside challenges are likely, such
as sourcing food and hiring practices. And after all that, local tastes might not even dig your
best dishes that are top sellers back home.
Operators who have been through the international wringer, however, say overcoming
these challenges can pay in dividends for those
who play their cards right. Here’s how.
48
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Restaurateur and Chef Brad Farmerie and his
team at AvroKO Hospitality Group weren’t
looking to make an international jump. Global Point, a Russian restaurant and branding
firm that had 11 operations under its belt,
originally approached the Saxon + Parole
team for help opening a restaurant in New
York. After several meetings, Global Point
decided that a spin-off restaurant would be
perfect for Moscow instead.
“Despite the disparity in our cultures, we
just seemed to hit it off,” Farmerie says. “They
didn’t want to open a restaurant in Moscow,
they wanted to be part of changing the food
scene. Who else are you going to partner with
that has that same goal?”
Saxon + Parole’s story is not unlike many in
the industry. An investor from the Philippines,
Hong Kong or the United Arab Emirates approaches a restaurant and the team gets “so
excited about going international that they do
not perform the due diligence” necessary, says
Karen Spencer, CEO of Fran-Systems, a franchise education and consultant company.
Look before you leap, warns Spencer. Research your partner and the country you
plan to do business in. The move needs to be
strategic and affordable. Spencer estimates a
restaurant entering a new country should expect to pay at least $100,000 in legal work, including trademark and franchise or licensing
agreements, and $200,000 for market and
product research.
Securing capital can be the most challenging part of going international, she says. You’ll
need it to learn about the country, do product
research and be able to travel and support the
team while they’re getting up and running.

Friends with Benefits

Having someone in the country is key, says
Rick Camac, CEO of New York-based Fatty
Crew Hospitality Group, who has opened locations in St. John and Hong Kong.
“It would be almost impossible for a group
like ours to perform the due diligence necessary to scope out a place abroad without
having a local partner or licensee,” Camac says.
Farmerie says he would have never been
able to figure out all the legalities and avoid
pitfalls of opening in Moscow without the help
of his partners at Global Point. “I would not

recommend that anyone tackle that, especially
in Russia,” he says. “You need local intelligence
when it comes to law and regulations. We just
felt lucky that we had that source.”
Besides preparing paperwork, a local partner is essential for tapping talent and finding
the best products. In Moscow, Farmerie left
a lot of the hiring up to Global Point. “We
chose the infrastructure of the directors
and to some extent the chefs and the general
manager, but we really didn’t want to touch
the hiring because these weren’t people that
we were going to manage directly on a dayto-day basis,” he says.

The Importation Game

Sourcing food also can be tricky, particularly
finding area producers, figuring out availability and translating menus.
Buying local products was a necessity for
Dino Borri of international food market Eataly
when the company opened in Brazil because
getting imports was nearly impossible.
“In Brazil, importing food is really complicated because of customs, duties and rules. All
of the papers you have to produce to import
Italian food—it’s really a headache,” Borri says.
In 2014, shortly after Saxon + Parole opened
in Moscow, Russia placed a ban on food imports from the United States, the European
Union, Norway, Canada and Australia. The
impact was noticeable, as the country imports
about one-third of its consumption.
“There’s officially still an import ban, but almost all of our essentials come in. But it’s about
two or three times the price,” Farmerie says.
If there’s flexibility with translating the concept, sometimes the easiest fix is to work with
substitutes. When crab wasn’t available for
the opening of their St. John island outpost of
Fatty Crab, lobster stepped in for the restaurant’s signature crab dish. New locations also
can yield new ingredients. In Hong Kong, the
Fatty Crew team took advantage of certain
vegetables that were not readily available in
New York, like fresh green peppercorns.
Farmerie’s local chef has helped lead him to
some impressive local affordable finds to offset the cost of imports. They recently started
working with a family of Italian immigrants
living in Russia who make a burrata-style
cheese, replacing the pricey Italian import.
“It’s not the exact cheese, but it’s very unique,

and it’s a very beautiful cheese. Guests are loving it,” he says.

Lost in Translation

Going Global

Heading abroad? Take a look at these
U.S.-born restaurants you might run into.

Eataly currently has outposts in 29 worldwide
locations. Borri makes culinary adjustments
in each restaurant based on availability, but
it’s not just about what they can get—it’s about
what local eaters want.
“The food habits are different in every city
in the world,” Borri says. In Japan, cheese
often is replaced with tofu, while U.S. customers consume large quantities of dairy, he
says. “You have to adopt everywhere to the
local food customs.”
“There were some recipes that just didn’t
translate,” Farmerie says. “We had a rhubarb
dessert [in New York], and it was always one of
the top two or three desserts. Literally no one
ordered it [in Moscow] and when people did,
they didn’t like it. It was the exact same recipe.”

Cafe Habana
Here: Brooklyn, New York
and Malibu, California
Abroad: Dubai

Advantages of Adventure

Understanding subtle cultural differences
may become increasingly important as
more restaurants pursue growth overseas.
In the same way that the American food
scene has evolved over the past decade, the
interest in unique culinary experiences is
changing abroad.
“The overseas markets want U.S. brands; it’s
as simple as that,” Spencer says. “The ROI is
there. You just have to do it right.”
Rather than open another restaurant in New
York, where he’s had to shutter a few, Camac
has his sights on licensing new Fatty Crabs
nationally and internationally. “If we go just
about anywhere else, [Fatty Crab] is going to
be new and interesting,” he says. “For the most
part, the population has never really tried food
like ours. That’s where there’s an advantage to
going to other places.”
It’s a challenge that can be very rewarding—
and not just financially.
“Every time you tell somebody that you have
something going on in Moscow, they’re always
like, ‘Why? What are you doing? What are you
thinking?’” Farmerie says. “But it’s been such a
cool experience. I feel very lucky.” n
Gloria Dawson is a freelance writer based
in New York City. She would love to visit all
29 Eatalys.

Doughnut Plant
Here: New York
Abroad: Tokyo, Seoul

Momofuku
Here: New York City
Abroad: Toronto, Sydney

MOMOFUKU PHOTO BY GABRIELE STABILE

Dollars and Sense

Motorino Pizza
Here: New York
Abroad: Hong Kong,
Manila, Philippines,
and Singapore
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One of the owners,
CEO Rick Blount,
center, with some of
Antoine’s staff.

Roy Alciatore, who was
instrumental in creating Antoine’s fame, was
assisted by his cousin,
General Manager Angelo
Alciatore, left.

Next of Kin

The perils and
pleasures of a
family-owned
restaurant
BY LIZ LOGAN

PHOTOGRAPHY BY
SEAN MCGILL
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WISDOM FROM
FAMILY-RUN
RESTAURANTS
MAKE YOUR STAFF AN EXTENDED FAMILY
“I was overwhelmed by the fact that the staff
is all interrelated. There are waiters whose
fathers were also waiters. I thought that kind of
nepotism was untenable, but I was wrong. If I
reprimand someone in a family, the next morning
the heads of that family will be in my office
with their heads hung low, apologizing. When
a business is an extended family, standards are
extremely high.”
—Rick Blount, CEO of Antoine’s Restaurant
THINK LONG-TERM
“It’s not about getting the customer’s money the
first time or the second time. You want to give
them an experience so that they return the 10th
time, the 11th time and the 12th time.”

T

Times have not always been easy for Antoine’s Restaurant, a renowned, family-run
restaurant in the French Quarter of New
Orleans that celebrates its 175th anniversary
this year.
The restaurant has endured three wars, the
Great Depression and Hurricane Katrina,
making family squabbles seem like nuisances
in comparison.
“We have a very close family in my generation. We like each other, and that’s a huge
advantage,” says Rick Blount, CEO and a
fifth-generation descendant of the restaurant’s founder, Antoine Alciatore. “We argue,
we fight, but we’ve always been able to come to
a consensus. Some families can’t.”
Family pride, dedication and a rich history
are sources of strength and integrity for the
restaurant. They’re also the roots of conflict, as
sibling shareholders vie for influence and disagree about how the restaurant should be run.
Balance over the years, however, has been integral to the operation’s longevity and ultimately
its success.

Division Among Stakeholders

As ownership of the restaurant passes down
through generations, family politics have
become more intense and complicated, according to Blount. Right now, he and his five
siblings have equal ownership. However, in
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At A Glance:

A 175-Year-Old
Family Restaurant
Antoine Alciatore, an 18-year-old
French immigrant with a passion for
his native cuisine, founded his eponymous restaurant in 1840.
When Antoine became ill in the
1870s, his wife, Julie, (opposite page)
managed the restaurant. After Antoine
died, the restaurant was led by his
son, Jules, who had apprenticed at
several top kitchens in France. He was
chef at the renowned Pickwick Club in
New Orleans before taking the reins at
Antoine’s. He’s credited for inventing
oysters Rockefeller.
In the third generation, Jules’ son
Roy took over and ran the restaurant
during the Prohibition era, the Depression and World War II. CEO Rick
Blount, is Roy’s grandson and the fifth
generation to run Antoine’s.

the next generation, there’s an odd number of
children, so ownership will be split unevenly.
“Some of my siblings have no children, I have
two children, and my older sister has one child,”
Blount says. “I don’t know how the ownership
in the next generation will work out. There is
an infinite number of possible scenarios.”
Blount also has a stepchild from his second
marriage and if he wants to give her a stake in
the business, he will need to propose a rewriting of the company’s bylaws. “The legal part is
easy, it’s the morality part that’s hard, trying to
figure out what’s right for this family,” he says.
There’s also uncertainty about whether or
not the next generation will be able to work together productively.
One of the compromise moments came in
2009, when Blount’s first wife died. He was
struggling to run the business and be a single parent, so he proposed renovating a space
in the buildings that include the restaurant
where he and his children could live.
“That way, I could be at work and at home all
the time,” he recalls as his rationale. His sisters
thought it was overstepping—a perk—and that
there was no way that all the siblings could
ever have equal pieces of real estate within
the buildings. “I tried to convince them, but I
couldn’t, so I didn’t do it. In the end, they were
right, and I would have been miserable living
so close to the restaurant.”

—Dixon Dedman, vice president and general
manager of the Beaumont Inn in Harrodsburg,
Kentucky, which has been in his family
since 1919
STRIVE FOR BALANCE
“You’re able to do your best work when you’re
happy, and to be happy, you need other things
that fill out your life. Respect family time. Have
a night off. Have a gathering of friends to enjoy
some food.”
—Sarah Stegner, two-time James Beard
Award-winning chef at Prairie Grass Café in
Northbrook, Illinois, which she runs in partnership with her husband, Rohit Nambiar, and
George Bumbaris

Down the Line

Grooming the next generation to take over can
be a challenge. Blount hopes that his eldest
child, Casie, 25, will one day run Antoine’s.
She studied business, management and hotel
restaurant tourism in college and now works
in the catering department of the Audubon
Nature Institute in New Orleans.
“I’m smiling, because she’s working, figuring
it out, learning lessons,” Blount says.
Though she grew up working in various
roles at the restaurant—taking reservations,
coordinating banquets and managing social
media—it’s critical that Casie gain experience
elsewhere, he says. “We need people who have
made mistakes, failed and learned from that.

Dedication and family pride throughout the generations have contributed to Antoine’s growth and
longevity, says CEO Rick Blount, far left.

Casie can’t make mistakes at our restaurant,
because she can’t get fired there. She needs to
cut her teeth elsewhere.”

Beyond the Obvious

He also acknowledges that Casie could decide
to pursue some other passion—perhaps one
that doesn’t require managing the expectations of her family members, or that doesn’t
require working on Saturday nights. “The
restaurant business is tough. You work all the
time, and it’s uncertain.”
It’s also possible another leader may
emerge among Casie’s cousins, as she is one
of the oldest in her generation. But sometimes the best leader rises to the occasion,
like Blount’s grandfather Roy Alciatore, the
third-generation proprietor of the business.
Alciatore’s two siblings had no interest in
running the restaurant, and he was “a geek,”
according to Blount. He loved Morse code and
wanted to work with ham radios on a steamship, not in a restaurant.
When it fell to him to take over for his father,
“he thought it was impossible. He didn’t have
any of the personality or passion that his father
had. And yet, he was phenomenal at the job.
Over 40 years, he took all the pieces that his
father and grandfather had built and improved
them twentyfold.”
Roy Alciatore brought international acclaim
to the restaurant.
“It’s not always the obvious attributes in the
next generation that turn out to be the decision-maker,” Blount says. “The men who ran
this business in the first three generations
were totally different people.” n
Liz Logan is a freelance writer based in New
York whose work appears in local and national
publications.
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iHELP

Probability of catching on: 4

Flip The On Switch
to $30 for answering a series of
questions on the app, with space
for additional feedback.
Servy prices evaluations at or
below a restaurant’s check average so they range between $5 and
$25. Leo Kremer, co-owner of Dos
Toros, a chain of casual Mexican
restaurants in New York, says
the ease of integration, structure
and analytics are its best features.
“It’s cleaner, quicker, cheaper and
more frequent,” he says. Bonus:
Servy donates a meal to a local
food bank for each evaluation.

Restaurant reservation systems
are a dime a dozen, but Reserve
is showing the most promise to
unseat behemoth OpenTable.
Unlike OpenTable, which charges
the restaurant for each reservation, Reserve applies a $5 fee to
the customer after the meal. The
app provides diners a curated list
of available restaurants based on
neighborhood, cuisine and vibe.
Customers can use the app to
handle their check, including tips
and split tabs. Meanwhile, operators can optimize their dining
room and know specifically the
origin of sales. Chris Lauber, general manager of Charlie Palmer at
the Knickerbocker hotel in New
York City, says the restaurant app
for Reserve is phenomenal, with
evolving updates. Lauber says,
“Reserve is the one to watch.”

Probability of catching on: 3

Probability of catching on: 5

2. Homebase

4. DipJar

Real tech trends to watch in 2016
BY LARISSA ZIMBEROFF

1. Servy

For operators seeking honest
feedback to improve their business, customer review sites often
prove unreliable. Traditional mystery shoppers and consultants can
be cost prohibitive. Enter Servy: a
crowd-sourced solution that pays
qualified customers to review
restaurants. Reviewers receive up
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3. Reserve

Homebase alleviates common operator headaches, such as paper
schedules, employee messaging,

Ryder Kessler came up with
the inspiration for DipJar after
talking to a barista who told him

Hillshire Farm® Chicken
Apple Split Sausage

that as customers switch from
cash to credit/debit, tips had declined as well because there was
no easy way to tip. The solution:
a small piece of hardware with
an internal 3G service. Customers pay for their food, and,
if they choose, dip their credit
card into the digital “jar” to give
an industry-standard set tip determined by the business owner.
“People get a kick out of it,” says
Ilias Iliopoulos, owner of Fresco,
a gelateria in Manhattan.
Merchants have access to a
suite of statistics and can set the
tip amount along with employees disbursements. Businesses
subscribe for $20 per month,
plus a small processing fee per
transaction. “If I were using my
POS, it would be at least an extra hour or two to sift through
schedules to see who gets what,”
he says, adding that many customers still leave cash but it
helps streamline gratuities.

Jimmy Dean®
Breakfast Sandwiches

BONICI® Toppings
Doughs/Crusts

Bistro Collection®
Individual Desserts

Larissa Zimberoff is a New Yorkbased writer.

Tyson® Crispitos®
Filled Tortillas

Tyson® Ground
Chicken Crumbles

Chef Pierre® Luxe Layers®
Pre-sliced Pies

Tyson® Red Label All Natural*
Crumb Coated Boneless Wings
TM

Bistro Collection®
Individual Cakes

Wright Brand ®
Bacon

5. Industry

Probability of catching on: 3

Household
Names.
Bosco Sticks®
Filled Breadsticks

Probability of catching on: 4

Most operators still trust Craigslist to find and post foodservice
jobs. Industry, a San Diego-based
startup, is looking to change
this old habit. Using visual- and
video-based profiles, Industry
gives managers a greater picture of potential hires to find
the best fit. The platform also
includes a feature called MyPath, where users can keep
track of their training and certifications. “It filters out a lot
of under-qualified people that
make the hiring process difficult and stressful for us,” says
Mark Huber, managing partner of Bootlegger, a pub in San
Diego, California.

Sara Lee®
Individually Wrapped Pie Slices

Tyson® Red Label ™
All Natural* Crumb
Coated Tenders

Sara Lee®
Muffins

Tyson® Red Label All Natural*
Ingredient Chicken
TM

ILLUSTRATION BY MIGUEL MONTANER

time sheets, tip reporting, overtime tracking and shift trades.
Unlike its competitor, HotSchedules, which charges employees to
use the app, Homebase makes a
stripped-down version of its software and mobile app available to
anyone, for free.
The product seamlessly integrates into existing point-of-sale
systems like Square, Clover and
Revel. Aharon Coffee & Roasting
Company co-owner BatSheva
Vaknin tried it after opening her
Beverly Hills, California, shop and
then quickly upgraded her plan
to include text alerts. “It makes
employee scheduling so easy. It
gives you a level of control over
the business even when you’re not
there,” Vaknin says.

The restaurant world has finally
caught onto the tech boom, which
means a daunting array of technology to sift through.
What’s next for 2016? Check
out these five restaurant tech
game-changers. For restaurants
reluctant to adopt, the probability
of catching on is included, with 1
as least likely and 5 as most likely.

State Fair ® Corn Dogs

Be efficient and tech savvy at the same time

Hillshire Farm®
Chicken Sausage

Our well-known house of brands represent delicious foods and quality ingredients you can use
to build your entire menu from the first bite of breakfast to the last bite of a late night snack.

Contact your Tyson Food Service or Distributor Sales Rep or visit TysonFoodService.com for more info.
*Minimally processed. No artificial ingredients.

©2015 Tyson Foods, Inc. Trademarks and registered trademarks are owned by Tyson Foods, Inc. or its subsidiaries.

PR MACHINE

Sharp ideas to get butts in seats

Go For Full
Exposure

BORING
OR FUN?

Promotions are the
backbone of a marketing
calendar. But if the efforts
are dull, don’t expect a lot of
traction. Some ideas:

Put your 201 6 marketing
calendar to work
BY LAURA YEE

BORING
CRANKING OUT AN
ANNUAL MARKETING
CALENDAR IS THE
EASY PART. After all, every

restaurant and foodservice operation should have a plan to reach
current diners and find new
ones. The hard part is following
and executing it.
If this all seems daunting, hold
up. You can do this.
First, decide what you want
to accomplish in the upcoming
year and determine objectives.
Don’t just say, “I want more customers.” Be specific and say, “I
want to be known for our badass
burgers, our huge selection of
our local beers and our housemade desserts,” and use that as a
framework.
Go one step further and determine the kind of customers
you want (families, after-work
crowd, late-night diners) and
how often you expect them to
dine. All this information will
help you focus and build your
marketing calendar.
Here’s a guide to get started.

Create an Infrastructure

That’s a fancy way of saying “set it
up.” Start with the calendar year
and break it into quarters using
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Google Docs or Sheets, which you
can share with others for input. If
you don’t know how to use these
online tools, search the terms and
watch a tutorial.

Determine Promotions

Dining promotions can focus
on something new or existing,
but they all need to tie into your
goals and objectives. Seasonal
items, menu specials, milestones
and events are the most common
themes. The easiest are holidays,
but consider offbeat promotions,
which always resonate with diners when they’re fun.

Get the Word Out

Creating a marketing calendar
without using it is like running in
place: You’ll never go anywhere.
Planning will help get the job
done. Organize to-dos by date,
whether it’s a social media post,
updating your website to include
the promotion or purchasing gift
cards as part of a giveaway.
Determine which social media
channels get the most traction
among customers, and line up
content. For example, if it’s Facebook, it makes sense to invest in
paid posts for promotions. If it’s
Twitter, upload a photo and include a link to your website.

Make sure that you line up
content on social media at least a
week before the promotion. Send
information to traditional media
one month in advance and to
online outlets and bloggers several weeks before the promotion
kicks off.
To build excitement, take
photos and videos that show a
dish being plated or use photos
of an ingredient that tease the
promotion.

Execute and Support

If staff is not familiar with the
marketing calendar, why
bother? Managers and servers
make or break the success of
any promotion. Include them
in the planning and be sure
they are signed on to promote it. Task someone at the
restaurant to own the marketing calendar to ensure it gets
executed, from the cooks who
prepare a new menu item to
servers who can share information with diners.
It might even be worth it to set
an alarm clock to your marketing
calendar for alerts. Just make
sure you schedule plenty of time
to plan and execute—and be sure
that no one hits the snooze button too many times. n

Buy one, get one
Regular holiday
promotions
Bar specials
New menu item

FUN
Buy one now
and get one on
a return visit
Oddball holiday
promotions (Kanye
West’s birthday,
anyone?)
“Buy a friend a
drink” with names
kept on a chalkboard tab
New menu item
tied to a backstory
(Proceeds help a
staff member)

BEYOND THE PLATE

Toys to
Tools

THE LATEST
BARWARE CAN
BE FUN AND
USEFUL
BY KATE BERNOT

THERE ARE GADGETS, AND
THERE ARE TOOLS.
Everyone could use more of
the latter, especially to streamline inventory, empower staff
and sell more drinks. The
latest crop of bar tools are versatile, timeless investments
instead of gimmicky toys. Some
are total technology packages
that upgrade a bar’s inventory;
others are simple barware that
capitalize on the year’s biggest
trends. Before you buy another
one-use gadget to clutter your
workspace, consider these bar
game-changers.
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Cicerone Off-flavor Kits

Most operators know craft beer is serious
business, but doing it right means much more
than getting kegs through the door. It also requires ongoing investment in staff training to
make purchasing and serving decisions. Cicerone, the national professional certification
program, unveiled a new interactive kit and
webinar to train six to 24 people on the most
common “off” beer flavors such as diacetyl,
acetaldehyde, skunky tastes, oxidization and
infection. Half of these are the result of brewing mistakes, the remainder from handling.
The kit contains flavor spikes for six common
beer flaws, plus a tasting mat and an educational webinar led by program founder Ray
Daniels. Kits start at $149.

Cocktail Kingdom Beachbum Berry
Tiki Collection

The tiki cocktail mega-trend shows no signs
of slowing even with winter approaching. Barware company Cocktail Kingdom partnered
with tiki expert Jeff “Beachbum” Berry, owner of Latitude 29 in New Orleans, for a line of
authentic barware without the kitsch. The
line includes Pearl Diver glasses, a retro glass
shaped like a fat, ribbed-stem coupe; a Navy
Grog ice kit that creates conical ice shapes; a
narrow-based swizzle cup that prevents ice
from melting with enough room for proper
swizzling; and a skull-shaped swizzle stick (a
hefty dose of style is part of the charm). The
line also offers barware with subtle touches
that won’t clash with existing glassware.

Swiped from
the kitchen
Sorry, chef, we’ll give it right
back—maybe. Try these back
of the house approaches for
the bar.

Partender

This smartphone and desktop system promises to save money by identifying wasted liquor,
offering sales analytics and—every bar manager’s favorite—slashing inventory time. Create
a virtual bar inventory through the app, then
use a sliding bar to indicate the amount of liquor left in the bottle at the end of the night.
Is that bottle of gin hitting midway through
the label? Partender can estimate its volume
up to 99.2 percent accuracy. Inventory can be
viewed remotely in real time with comparison
sales tools to help identify slow and fast sellers.
Pay a flat rate of $299 per month with a year of
service, or $399 per month if you buy monthto-month. Multnomah Whiskey Library in
Portland, Oregon, with its collection of 940
bottles, says it has seen its inventory time
reduced to 12 labor hours since using the app.

❱ FRENCH PRESS
Serve cocktails and punches
infused with herbs and fruit in
an interactive way; large-format
presses invite sharing.
❱ AGAR AGAR
Heating agar agar (a vegetable-based gelatin alternative)
in water and mixing it with juice
before straining creates clear
liquids that are more visually
appealing than regular, cloudy
fruit juices.

Japanese Ice Saws
iSi Rapid Infusion Accessories

iSi has been a back of the house
tool for decades, and now bartenders are tapping into the potential
of these sleek metal chargers best
known for creating whipped cream
and foam. The main appeal for bartenders: rapid-quick infusions. Bar
staff can turn fresh herbs, fruit or
other product into standout cocktail ingredients without waiting
weeks to infuse liquor. Pair it with
the free iSi smartphone app, which
offers recipes, demos and a community function to share ideas.

Cocktail bars are stepping up the ice game,
from 3-inch ice cubes and frozen miniature
slopes to fruit and herbs suspended inside
spheres. Rather than purchase individual
molds, ice connoisseurs have turned to Japanese ice saws, prized for their durability and
precision in creating custom shapes. Used in
a low-volume environment, they create a bespoke cocktail show for customers—even if a
bartender is just whipping up a standard old
fashioned. When Las Vegas’ Yardbird opened
inside the Venetian earlier this year, its ice
saws drew almost as much press as the drinks.
Bartenders suggest the three sizes of Japanese
saws; prices start around $89. n
Kate Bernot is an associate editor at Draft
Magazine. Follow her on Twitter @KBernot.

❱ IMMERSION CIRCULATOR
Herbs cooked in an immersion
circulator (also called a sous
vide machine) can later be
frozen, releasing their full flavor
when alcohol is poured over
them.
❱ PACOJET MACHINE
Create sorbet-consistency
fruit- and vegetable-flavored
ice from frozen ingredients
with no need for thawing.
❱ SMOKE GUN
Pour the alcohol of your choice
into a decanter or glass filled
with cool smoke to add depth
to cold weather cocktails.
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School
of
Trash
Four easy steps to saving money on can liners!
Let’s
Talk !
Trash
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DEAR FOOD FANATIC
After the holidays, my dinner foot
traffic seems to dwindle, and I think
it’s because it’s so cold out that no
wants to come out to eat. How can I gain some
revenue back?
CONSIDER IMPLEMENTING A CURBSIDE “PACKAGED

dinner” program that changes weekly or daily. This
would entail a full family-style meal for two to four
or six to eight people that would include a starter,
entree, sides and dessert. Think: Fried Chicken Sundays,
Meatless Monday, Taco Tuesday or Jump-start the Weekend
(with signature favorites) on Wednesday or Thursdays. These
are just examples—you should play off your current menu. Be
sure to make the pricing attractive as well.

FOOD FANATIC
Mike Miello is a Food
Fanatics chef for US Foods
from New York who wears
his passion for all things
food.

@The_Inked_Chef
Follow the Food Fanatic
on Twitter for more tips.

P r i n c i p l e S

P r i n c i p l e S

www.heritage-bag.com

Seasoned advice on the
front and back of the house

Q. My menu is set, but my cooks all want to make
something “new and different.” They are driving me
crazy and need to stop.
A. Set up guidelines so they can help create specials
and possibly new menu items. Alternate days that they
each can do some testing, and use this as a platform to
teach them about costs, portions and profits. You can’t
hire a talented painter and expect them to be fully satisfied
painting houses or fences every day. Help them grow and
get the rest of the team engaged. As a training tool, let
them take turns teaching each other about the special they
create and serve it as a staff meal.
Q. Where can I turn for innovative salad dressings?
A. Create your own, which can also stand in as sauces,
glazes and marinades. Experiment with different acids or
vinegars (fig, Champagne, yuzu), sweeteners (maple, honey,
caramel), herbs and heat (chilies, spices). Remember that
balance and contrast are important, and have a good time.

Q. I keep trying to make changes in my restaurant,
but my servers and kitchen crew find reasons the
change won’t work and everything stays the same. Is
this just my problem?
A. Are you making changes or are you making
improvements? Changes bring on uncertainty, extra
work and most likely customer complaints. Improvements

Got a question for the Food Fanatics?

have positive attributes. You must clearly define how the
improvement will benefit the restaurant, your staff and most
importantly your customers. Collaborate with your staff so
everyone can make sure the improvements stick around.

Q. I get customers asking for healthy, good-for-you
items but when I run them as a special, no one orders
them. What’s up with that?
A. We may want healthy, but we’re always tempted by
what’s more of a guilty pleasure. That means your goodfor-you specials must stand alone as a delicious choice no
matter who you are appealing to. For center of the plate,
think of leaner proteins and preparations like grilled instead
of fried. Make seasonal vegetables the star by roasting,
tossing with herbs and using bright vinaigrettes. Then
remember to use descriptions that resonate with everyone
and not just the healthy diner.
Q. No matter how hard my sales reps and I work at
buying better to save money, food cost keeps climbing.
What gives?
A. Ask each rep what they and their company can do to
make your operation more successful. Prices of groceries
are pretty equal from place to place, but there might be
incentives or creative ways to make the numbers work better
for you. Let them come back to you with a 30-, 60- or 90day plan that will benefit your business.

Send your challenges, comments and suggestions to ask@FoodFanatics.com
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I’LL DRINK TO THAT!
ALCOHOL CAN TAKE THE
CHILL OFF IN WINTER, BUT
HEATING UP THAT BOOZE
WORKS EVEN BETTER.
FORTIFIED WITH BROWN
SPIRITS AND SPICED WITH
SEASONAL FLAVORS LIKE
CINNAMON, CLOVES, ALLSPICE AND ANISE, WARM
DRINKS ARE THE COMFORT
FOOD OF COCKTAILS.

Hot

Cocktails For Cold Nights
TURN UP THE HEAT ON BOOZY WINTER BEVERAGES
BY MONICA GINSBURG
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Cold weather mainstays like mulled wines,
punches and ciders simmered in aromatics and
cocktails like hot toddies, hot buttered rum and
Irish coffee are getting revamped on modern
cocktail menus. The latest winter warmers mix
hits of seasonal infusions, housemade liqueurs,
shrubs and fruit syrups, and a host of craft ingredients, including spirits and coffee.
Most mixologists are tapping techniques
coming out of the kitchen to elevate bar menus.
At Eastern Standard in Boston, bar manager
Naomi Levy says the restaurant’s farm-to-table
focus gravitates to the bar. “We use ingredients
at their peak and preserve them for future use,”
she says.

Maple Hot Buttered Rum
Manager Mark Bodkin
FireLake Grill House & Cocktail Bar,
Minneapolis

1½ ounces rum
¾ ounce fig syrup, recipe follows
½ ounce maple syrup
Hot water
¼ of a lemon
Pat of maple butter, recipe follows
Combine rum and fig syrup in a warm glass. Fill with
water and a squeeze of lemon. Top with a pat of
butter. Makes 1 serving.
To make fig syrup, saute 10 dried figs halved in 2
tablespoons oil until softened. Add 3 cups water,
1 cup sugar, 1 cup brown sugar, 1 teaspoon black
pepper, ½ teaspoon allspice and ½ teaspoon ground
cloves. Bring to a simmer, puree until smooth and run
through a sieve.
To make maple butter, combine ½ pound softened
butter, 2 ounces maple syrup and a dash of cinnamon and nutmeg. Roll into a log.

THERE’S NOTHING BETTER THAN
HUDDLING AROUND A HOT DRINK
ON A COLD DAY.
—Bar Manager Naomi Levy at Eastern Standard

Cranberry syrup and apple-infused tequila
are made in the fall to spike warm beverages
throughout the winter.
“We use a peach infusion that’s paired with
bourbon, rosemary and baking spices for a lovely
winter flavor profile,” she says. “We end up with
a plethora of ingredients to use all winter long,
and that keeps the cocktail menu interesting.”
Keeping a few quality ingredients handy can
add major depth to flavor profiles. Louisville,
Kentucky, restaurant Decca uses rum, steamed
coconut milk, housemade chai simple syrup and
star anise to booze up the Ziggy Stardust chai
latte. San Francisco’s Presidio Social Club reaches for premium Guittard Coucher du Soleil
chocolate and BrancaMenta mint liqueur for its
boozy Hot Mint Chocolate.
You can’t kill a classic, but there’s no harm
in tweaking it a little. Head bartender Griffin
Elliott at Sepia in Chicago amps up a hot toddy
with cognac instead of bourbon, sweetening
with a housemade spiced honey syrup and garnishing with blood orange.
At FireLake Grill House & Cocktail Bar
in Minneapolis, the hot buttered rum hits
close to home with housemade fig syrup,
locally made maple syrup, maple butter and
spirits from a local distillery.
“We want to highlight the homemade flavor
in everything we do,” says Kristin Holt, general
manager. “Our other culinary side is our bar.”
No matter which warm drink lands on the
menu, keep ideas and ingredients ready for the
moment the season changes.
“On the first cold day in October, people come in and ask for hot buttered rum,”
says Levy. “There’s nothing better than huddling around a hot drink on a cold day.” n
Monica Ginsburg is a fan of hot toddies and
spiked coffees, but not Chicago winters.

Maple hot-buttered rum
from FireLake Grill House.

Cozy Up To
Warm Cocktails
Tips For Keeping It Hot
Bulk up. At Punch House in

Chicago, partner Will Duncan says
they batch 100 portions of punch to
be ladled out over two or three days.
“It tends to taste better and become
a little more complex on the second
day,” he says.

Control temperature. Use a

large vessel with precise temperature
control to hold hot liquids. Maintain
temperature at 175 F, so it’s warm but
won’t dissipate. Warm mugs or glasses
with hot water before filling, especially if
drinks are being transported to a table.

Watch your steep. When work-

ing in batches, Duncan recommends
steeping spices in a satchel wrapped
in cheesecloth. He starts tasting after
30 minutes and says most punches are
ready in under an hour. Once you get
the flavor you want, pull the teabag.

Match flavor profiles. Find

the right balance between ingredients.
Sepia’s Griffin Elliott combines two
different rums to round out warm beverages: one with a rich, molasses flavor
and another with notes of caramel and
butterscotch. Coffee also is no longer
one-type-fits-all, with flavor profiles
that can wildly affect a drink recipe.

Presentation counts. French
presses, fondue pots or interesting
coffee urns keep drinks warm and
visually appealing for groups. For
single servings, use a clear glass to
show off layered ingredients.

BY THE NUMBERS

Mine the math for a smarter menu

Move over burgers and fries. Influenced by foodie parents interested
in nutrition, young diners are embracing healthier eats, more variety
and customizable options.

KIDS RULE
Parents more likely to visit a restaurant
based on healthy kids’ meals

$83.7 billion
23 percent
48 percent

Restaurant owners who look to families
with small children for word-of-mouth
recognition

59 percent

Restaurant sales from families
with kids
Frequency that kids chose the
restaurant

READY FOR AN ADVENTURE
Parents who say their kids enjoy
trying new foods
Children who say they try new foods
often or very often

HEAD TO THE HEALTHY SIDE
Parents who believe healthy kids’ meals
should include all-natural ingredients
Restaurants that offer healthier sides
on kids’ menus
Parents who say their kids eat a wide
variety of vegetables

34 percent
45 percent
65 percent

MY WAY OR THE HIGHWAY
78 percent
32 percent

Kids aged 10 to 12 who still order
from kids’ menus

50 percent

Parents of kids aged 6 to 12 who
would like adult half-portions offered
on menus

67 percent

Sources: Datassential, Mintel Group, NPD Group, Technomic Inc.
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Progressive Casualty Ins. Co. & affiliates. Business insurance may be placed through Progressive Specialty Insurance Agency, Inc. with select insurers, which are not affiliated with Progressive,
are solely responsible for servicing and claims, and pay the agency commission for policies sold. Prices, coverages, privacy policies and commission rates vary among these insurers.

CREATING NEIGHBORHOOD
FAVORITES IS ABOUT TO GET
EVEN MORE REWARDING.

You Could Win a $50,000 Grand Prize Package
Call for Entries: January 4 to February 29, 2016
Exclusively for Independent Restaurants

2016

Now is the time to start planning your one of a kind recipe. And start thinking
about how you’ll spend the $50,000 Grand Prize Package. The call for entries is
coming soon, so start getting your neighborhood recipes ready for the national
spotlight. For complete contest information, visit NeighborhoodToNation.com

© 2015 General Mills

